Quantitative adenosine real-time myocardial contrast echocardiography for detection of angiographically significant coronary artery disease.
Real-time (RT) myocardial contrast echocardiography (MCE) is a novel method for assessment of regional myocardial perfusion. We sought to evaluate the feasibility and diagnostic accuracy of quantitative adenosine RT MCE in predicting significant coronary stenoses, with reference to quantitative coronary angiography. Low-power RT MCE was performed in 43 patients scheduled for quantitative coronary angiography. Peak signal intensity (A), rate of signal intensity increase (beta), A x beta (myocardial blood flow), and their hyperemic reserves were estimated and compared with angiographic data. The feasibility of quantitative stress RT MCE covering all coronary territories was 77% of patients with adequate baseline image quality. At rest we found no significant difference for any of the perfusion parameters between the normal and stenosed coronary territories. During hyperemia, beta and A x beta, but not A, increased significantly in normal coronary territories. In the regions subtended by significantly stenosed arteries, there were no significant increases in beta and A x beta. Receiver operating characteristic curves indicated that beta- and A x beta-reserves, but not A-reserve, could be sensitive parameters for detecting flow-limiting coronary stenosis in selected patients, particularly if significant left anterior descending coronary artery disease was involved. Quantitative assessment of myocardial blood flow and its velocity reserve by RT MCE has the potential to detect significant coronary artery disease, but because of imaging and technical problems it is not yet robust enough for clinical use in unselected patients.